AGENDA V1 draft

Task 48 and Task 44 /Annex 38 - get together workshop

Octobre 18th 2011, 1700-1900, Marseille, France

Hotel Mercure

Common discussion on

Performance indicators, performance calculation and evaluation procedure
for thermally driven chillers and
Solar heating/DHW/cooling applications (heat pumps and solar): approaches, differences, next steps

Target audience: Task 44 and Task 48 experts

1700: Introduction, Hadorn OA Task 44, Mugnier OA Task 48
1715: Presentation of Task 48 objectives, Mugnier
1725: Presentation of Task 44 status, Hadorn and Subtask leaders
1740: Presentation of some ideas in a recent paper, Malenkovic Task 44, Schossig Task 48
max 1800: Discussion with all participants:

1. what are our objectives with the indicators ?
2. what do we need ? the market ? the customers ? the regulators ? who else ?
3. ideas ?
4. next steps if needed ?

1900: end of workshop

This is an informal workshop where all contributions during the discussion on performance indicators are welcome.

Task 44: Solar and Heat Pump Systems
http://www.iea-shc.org/task44/
http://www.iea-shc.org/task48/index.html